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ABSTRACT Real-time frequency analysis is a task commonly implemented in last generation signal
processing devices. Even if the reliability of these systems is widely recognized, detecting the presence of
drifts in the frequency of analog signals is still an open problem. Besides being simple in principle, it needs
a suitably long-term memory in order to determine not only in which direction the frequency drifted but also
along which specific path. In this paper, we propose a novel strategy based on the concept of jump resonance
in nonlinear forced oscillators to determine a digital signal processing paradigm hinged on a lookup table
able to provide reliable and real-time information on complex paths of frequency drifts.

8 INDEX TERMS Frequency drifts, frequency sensors, jump resonance, lookup table.

I. INTRODUCTION9

Real analog signals are often characterized by time-varying10

frequencies, as the result of complex dynamical processes.11

Practical examples of analog signals which are subjected to12

frequency drifts are the power grids mains and the heartbeat13

rate. In power distribution networks, the nominal main fre-14

quency of the carrier is known (50 Hz in Europe, and Asia,15

60 Hz in the Americas) but its drifts, which are known to16

deteriorate the efficiency of the grid [1], and the sequences of17

increments/decrements are not known, even if some statistical18

considerations can be drawn [2]. The stability of the main19

frequency with respect to users interactions is a fundamental20

property to ensure the highest efficiency for the grid. To this21

aim, detecting in real-time frequency drifts would allow for22

suitable control actions, whose efficiency is linked on the drift23

amplitude and direction [3].24

The concept of frequency drift can be further generalized25

by considering either signals with complex spectral properties26

in which one or more frequency components are subjected to27

variations in time, or time-series of different nature charac-28

terized by hidden time-varying periodicity, such as economic29

time-series [4] or pandemic related quantities [5].30

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Derek Abbott .

The necessity to oversee frequency drifts, however, goes 31

beyond the merely technological field. Let us consider the 32

monitoring of the heartbeat or other biomedical quantities 33

whose frequency is a key indicator to discriminate patho- 34

logical states. As concerns the human heartbeat rate, in fact, 35

a fundamental diagnostic information to prevent diseases is 36

gained monitoring its variability [6], which may also occur 37

through complex paths of increasing/decreasing drifts. 38

Detecting frequency drifts is a non-trivial problem from 39

the computational point of view, since it needs to determine 40

the main component of the frequency spectrum of the input 41

signal and to store a significant number of samples to infer the 42

trend. Modern digital signal processing (DSP) units allows 43

to quickly determine the frequency properties of analog sig- 44

nals [7], but this feature alone is not sufficient to efficiently 45

infer frequency drifts and complex paths of frequency drifts. 46

In order to provide a simple but effective solution to the 47

problem of real-time detection of frequency drifts either 48

increasing or decreasing, a the theoretical concepts adopted 49

to design a device specifically intended to this aim [8] will 50

be coupled to a fast and efficient algorithm based on the 51

construction of a Lookup-Table (LUT). 52

LUTs are a common way to trade computational power 53

with storage space. LUTs are based on replacing runtime 54

computation by a n-dimensional indexing operation [9], [10]. 55
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Values are, therefore, taken by addressing stored data instead56

of running computing-intensive operations. These tables57

reduce system dynamic behavior to a set of precalculated58

points, called breakpoints. Differently from the common59

software-development related interpretation, here the term60

breakpoint represents the input-output mapping of the sys-61

tem.62

From a simple mathematical point of view, LUTs express63

an enforced relationship between two or more variables, rep-64

resented as an array or n-th order storage structure which can65

be implemented as arrays, matrices, or generic n-dimensional66

structures. Main advantage can be appreciated from a com-67

putational point of view, as the LUT cyclomatic complex-68

ity [11] can be considered an O(1) (data-size independent69

complexity). LUTs are generally placed in RAM/ROM and70

can be hardcoded or computed during a specific phase of the71

program, which commonly happens during the startup phase.72

The latter technique, called memoization, is used to shorten73

the runtime of applications by keeping storage result of previ-74

ous executions for future reuse [12]. LUT can be also found75

in specialised hardware, like the FPGAs, often provided as76

building blocks from common vendors. Their size varies77

depending on the hardware technical specifications [13].78

LUTs and their derivations or specialisations can find79

applications in almost all fields, ranging from hardware80

implementations [14] too software algorithms [15]. Their81

employment is common when processing power is limited or82

under energy efficiency constraints [16]. As the processing83

power is only required once at design, compile time or during84

the memoization phase, this reduction plays a key-role in85

energy efficiency [17]. LUTs comprise a large percentage of86

the overall execution of the applications in many automotive87

applications (10%-20%) and represent a consistent part of the88

scientific code. Generally speaking, implementing a LUT is89

a common solution to improve math intensive code.90

Main disadvantage of LUTs is memory usage, which is91

proportional to the number of elements stored. This is due to92

the fact that the table must be fully held in memory, together93

with control structures. Therefore, table breakpoints accuracy94

is determined by a trade-off between the correct choice of the95

distance between pre-calculated points and the problem of96

minimizing the LUT size. This must be performed accounting97

for the error introduced [18]. Moreover, evolution and steady98

state of the context using the LUT may settle into a subset of99

the stored values, leading to a waste of a portion of memory100

for the unused values [19].101

The approach described in this paper aims at proposing a102

novel and efficient strategy to detect and discriminate com-103

plex patterns of frequency drifts, either increasing and/or104

decreasing in a given time-window. The proposed solution105

is based on a peculiar behavior of a class of driven non-106

linear systems, i.e. the so-called jump/multijump resonance107

systems [20], [21]. These circuits and systems, in fact, when108

subjected to an input signal with drifting frequency produce109

an output whose amplitude shows sudden jumps at particular110

frequencies depending also on the direction of the frequency111

FIGURE 1. Lur’e form feedback scheme: the linear part is expressed by
the transfer function G(s), while the polynomial nonlinearity φ(Y ) acts on
the feedback.

drift, thus creating an hysteresis in the frequency response. 112

Moreover, the amplitude of the input signal plays a crucial 113

role, since it must be rescaled to a precise value in order to 114

elicit the jump resonance behavior, otherwise, as observed 115

in [21], chaotic oscillations may arise. 116

The device described in [8] is based on the digital 117

implementation of a discrete-time non-autonomous nonlin- 118

ear system with cubic polynomial nonlinearity, whose fre- 119

quency response displays the jump behavior. It has been 120

shown its efficiency also when the input analog signal con- 121

tains more harmonics, but the device allows to discriminate 122

drifts increasing or decreasing from the nominal value of 123

the frequency. The approach presented here is intended to 124

improve the efficiency of the frequency drift detection, thus 125

discriminating among more complex patterns of increas- 126

ing/decreasing drifts and consists in the implementation of a 127

LUT based on the peculiar behavior of jump resonance sen- 128

sibly reducing both the computational needs and the memory 129

storage. A specifically designed windowed approach allows 130

to detect not only the single frequency drift, but also nested 131

paths of deviations, either increasing or decreasing, thus fully 132

implementing the hysteretic behavior of multijump resonance 133

systems. Moreover, the jump resonance paradigm to design 134

the LUT guarantees the possibility to cope with signals in 135

which direction and amplitude of frequency drifts are not 136

known a-priori. 137

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. II the basic 138

elements and the design guidelines of jump/multijump res- 139

onance systems are outlined, in Sect. III the windowed 140

approach to design and implement the LUT is presented. The 141

experimental setup obtained implementing the LUT in hard- 142

ware is discussed in Sect. IV, while the experimental cam- 143

paign showing the capabilities of the LUT to detect nested 144

complex path of frequency drifting is presented in Sect. V, 145

together with an applicative example aimed at showing the 146

detection of frequency drifts in the mains frequency of Con- 147

tinental Europe power grid. A comparative analysis which 148

allows to determine the main advantages of the proposed 149

approach with respect to different solutions is reported in 150

Sect. VI. Conclusions are drawn in Sect. VII. 151

II. MULTIJUMP RESONANCE SYSTEMS 152

Let us consider a nonlinear system in which the linear and 153

nonlinear parts can be separated and organized in a feedback 154

scheme, as shown in Fig. 1 where the linear part is represented 155
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FIGURE 2. Multijump resonance in the frequency response of a forced
nonlinear oscillator with linear part as in Eq. (1) and feedback nonlinear
function as in Eq. (2). The curve has been calculated for K = 1, ξ = 0.03,
ω0 = 1 rad/s, Ā = 192

105 , B = − 32
5 , C = 19

4 , and R = 0.2. The points labeled
from 1 to 6 identifies the jump frequencies.

by a transfer function G(s) and the nonlinear block φ(Y ) acts156

only on the feedback loop. This representation of nonlinear157

feedback systems is referred to as Lur’e form [22].158

We focus now on the case in which the linear part is a159

generic second-order transfer function of the type160

G(s) =
K

s2

ω2
0
+

2ξ
ω0
s+ 1

(1)161

characterized by a gainK , a natural frequencyω0 and a damp-162

ing factor ξ . Furthermore, let us consider for the nonlinear163

part a septic odd polynomial nonlinearity of the form164

φ(Y ) = ĀY 7
+ B̄Y 5

+ C̄Y 3 (2)165

where Ā, B̄, C̄ are suitable gains. The system, thus, can be166

considered similar to a Duffing oscillator where a higher167

order odd polynomial nonlinearity has been introduced.168

When subjected to an external sinusoidal driving input169

u(t) = R sin (ω(t)t + ψ) with time-varying frequency ω(t),170

the output of such system is a nonlinear oscillation whose171

amplitude at time t̄ depends not only on the instantaneous172

frequency ω(t̄) but also on the values assumed by ω(t) for173

t < t̄ . An example of multijump frequency response is174

reported in Fig. 2, it can be observed that for a given range175

of ω, the frequency response is a multi-valued function.176

The multijump resonance curve in Fig. 2 contains multiple177

hysteresis windows nested in the frequency interval ω1 <178

ω(t) < ω6, where ω1 and ω6 are the frequencies at which179

the jumps marked with label 1 and 6 occur. In fact, if the180

frequency of the input signal is swept upwards from values181

lower than ω1, the frequency response of the system follows182

the lower branch up to ω(t) = ω4 where a sudden jump up in183

the amplitude occurs. Now two cases can be discriminated: if184

the frequency continues to grow, the response will undergo a185

jump down at ω(t) = ω5, conversely if ω(t) decreases a jump186

up at ω(t) = ω2 can be retrieved in the output amplitude.187

In this latter case, the upmost branch can be visited either188

for increasing values of ω(t), leading to a jump down at189

ω(t) = ω6, or for decreasing values of ω to a jump down at 190

ω1. Finally, if the frequency of the input signal is swept down 191

from a value larger than ω6, a single jump up at ω(t) = ω3 is 192

observed in the output of the system. 193

It appears evident that such kind of resonance, and its 194

hysteretic behavior, allows to discriminate among complex 195

paths of increments/decrements of the frequency of the given 196

input signal by simply inspecting the jumps occurring in the 197

amplitude of the output signal. Our approach is based into 198

transferring such behavior, suitably rescaling the frequency 199

ranges, into a simple and effective LUT. 200

To design the linear and nonlinear parts of the feedback 201

oscillator, so that jumps around a specific value of the 202

frequency, it is useful to adopt an approach based on the 203

describing function method [23]. The method is based on 204

two hypotheses: (i) the system variables can be approxi- 205

mated as the sum of a finite number of sinusoidal terms, 206

and (ii) a low-pass filtering effect occurs in the loop. Pro- 207

vided that these hypotheses are verified, the nonlinear term 208

can be approximated by a function of the amplitude of its 209

input N (U ). Notwithstanding the effective approximation 210

introduced by this method, the describing function approach 211

proved to be effective also in presence of higher harmonics, 212

including chaotic oscillations [24]. 213

Considering the odd nonlinearity φ(Y ) as in Eq.(2), the cor- 214

responding describing function depends only on the ampli- 215

tude U of its input signal [25], as 216

N (U )= Ā
105
192

U6
+B̄

15
24
U4
+C̄

3
4
U2
=AU6

+ BU4
+ CU2

217

(3) 218

in which we have defined A = 105
192 Ā, B =

15
24 B̄, C =

3
4 C̄ . 219

Referring to the feedback scheme reported in Fig. 1, the signal 220

u(t) = R sin (ωt + ψ) is a solution for the closed-loop system 221

if it occurs: 222

N (U )U + G−1(jω)U = Re−jψ (4) 223

Assuming ψ = 0, and indicating with <(ω) and =(ω) the 224

real and imaginary part of G−1(jω), the modulus of Eq. (4) 225

can be written as: 226

(AU7
+ BU5

+ CU3
+<(ω)U )2 + (=(ω)U )2 = R2 (5) 227

and thus rearranging terms 228

A2U14
+ (2AB)U12

+ (B2 + 2AC)U10
229

+ (2BC + 2A<(ω))U8
+ (C2

+ 2B<(ω))U6
230

+ 2C<(ω)U4
+ (=(ω)2 +<(ω)2)U2

− R2 = 0 (6) 231

that, defining now X = U2, it can be written as 232

p(X ) = A2X7
+ (2AB)X6

+ (B2 + 2AC)X5
233

+ (2BC + 2A<(ω))X4
+ (C2

+ 2B<(ω)))X3
234

+ 2C<(ω)X2
+ (=(ω)2 +<(ω)2)X − R2 = 0 (7) 235

Since jump resonance occurs when the frequency response 236

is a multi-valued function of ω, in order to determine the 237

conditions on the parameters to obtain a frequency response 238
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shaped as in Fig. 2, it necessary that for a range of ω Eq. (7)239

admits seven positive real solutions.240

Numerical procedures to determine the values of A, B, C ,241

and R, as well as the suitable G(s), leading to this condition242

can be outlined starting from the principle of polynomial243

identity. We can, thus, fix the seven positive real solutions244

to define the corresponding polynomial and solve a system245

of eight nonlinear equations in six unknowns. A different246

way is to search for the limit conditions where two pairs of247

coincident solutions satisfy Eq. (7), thus imposing that the248

ratios between the polynomial p(X ) in (7) and the second249

order polynomials p1(X ) = X2
− 2aL,1X + a2L,1, p2(X ) =250

X2
−2aL,2X+a2L,2 have a remainder equal to zero. Therefore251

it follows:252

p(X )
p1(X )p2(X )

= q1(X )+ r1(X ) (8)253

where the quotient is a third order polynomial on which the254

Cardano conditions [26] can be applied to guarantee three255

positive real solutions.256

Once retrieved suitable values of the parameters of the257

nonlinear function, <(ω) and =(ω) can be used to deter-258

mine the parameters of the linear part ξ and K , while ω0 is259

fixed according to the nominal frequency of the signal under260

investigation. Without lack of generality, we can adopt the261

following values: K = 1, ξ = 0.03, ω0 = 16 · 104 rad/s,262

A = 1, B = −4, C = 4.25, and R = 0.2, obtaining the263

curve reported in Fig. 3, where the jump frequencies are:264

f1 =
ω1
2π = 25 kHz, f2 =

ω2
2π = 28 kHz, f3 =

ω3
2π = 30 kHz,265

f4 =
ω4
2π = 33 kHz, f5 =

ω5
2π = 37 kHz, f6 =

ω6
2π = 47 kHz.266

The implementation of a frequency drift sensing device267

based on jump resonance can be obtained by discretizing268

the nonlinear system on a suitable digital microcontroller269

unit (MCU), as shown in [8], where a cubic nonlinearity270

has been considered. However, since the purpose here is to271

detect complex paths of frequency drifts, either increasing or272

decreasing or a combination of them, still preserving the effi-273

ciency of the method, the higher order nonlinearity scenario274

outlined above must be implemented following an innovative275

paradigm based on the construction of a LUT based on the276

shaping of the frequency response.277

III. LOOKUP TABLE DESIGN278

In order to implement the LUT and assess its performance279

on a dedicated hardware platform, a first phase of value280

extraction was accomplished. The septic response curve,281

generated using the aforementioned approach has a char-282

acteristic behaviour along the axis. As the assessment is283

implementation-oriented, the septic curve is simplified into284

a set of piecewise linear functions, where steps happen on the285

septic jumps.286

The curve reported in Fig. 4 shows in green, superimposed287

to the septic curve, the four piecewise intervals linearized288

following the original curve values. The choice to linearize289

the intervals was done to keep the whole LUT essence as290

simple as possible and highlight, instead, the jump behaviour291

FIGURE 3. Multijump resonance in the frequency response of a forced
nonlinear oscillator with linear part as in Eq. (1) and feedback nonlinear
function as in Eq. (2). The curve has been calculated for K = 1, ξ = 0.03,
ω0 = 16 · 104 rad/s, A = 1, B = −4, C = 4.3, and R = 0.2. The jump
frequencies are: f1 =

ω1
2π = 25 kHz, f2 =

ω2
2π = 28 kHz, f3 =

ω3
2π = 30 kHz,

f4 =
ω4
2π = 33 kHz, f5 =

ω5
2π = 37 kHz, f6 =

ω6
2π = 47 kHz.

FIGURE 4. Piecewise linearization of the frequency response in Fig. (3)
for the definition of the LUT windows.

modelling. The extraction of the values is simply obtained by 292

using a straight line between two points and stepping them 293

by a reasonable amount in order to minimise MCU memory 294

footprint. However, in the proposed approach, an important 295

concept which is referred afterwards as indexer function can 296

be used to model more complex scenarios, where a large 297

number of steps is required or a more complex pattern has 298

to be implemented, instead of simple memory arrays. 299

Each of the piecewise approximation parts is afterwards 300

referred as frame which has two boundaries, i.e. the maxi- 301

mum and minimum x-coordinates for the segment. 302

Notice that the intervals are not strictly contiguous and 303

there are overlapping parts. This is the key to the jump 304

mechanism implementation and to the hysteresis behavior, 305

that is translated into a current frame pointer. The current 306

frame pointer, which models the state of the LUT, is the dis- 307

criminant for the jump management logic. A query (lookup) 308

to the table is matched on the boundaries first, to discern 309

if a jump is needed. In the occurrence of a jump, the logic 310

is recursively applied to each of the frames, by moving the 311

current frame pointer. Once the queried value falls in between 312

the boundaries, the algorithm falls back to standard LUT 313
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FIGURE 5. Simplified overview of the LUT segmentation.

behaviour. A detailed description of the implementation and314

logic is presented afterwards.315

The proposed LUT is based on awindowed approach.Win-316

dowing essentially means splitting the table which, as previ-317

ously explained, matches the piecewise linearization of the318

table portions. The whole table is split in N frames, each319

one having its characteristic values, indexed with an indexing320

function. Each frame is essentially a LUT by itself, which also321

carries additional data, i.e. the boundaries, and the jump infor-322

mation metadata, which are the pointers to the neighbouring323

tables.324

A simplified overview of the LUT segmentation is shown325

in the Fig. 5. Each i-th frame has its domain (x(i)p and x(i)n )and326

the corresponding values (shown as a function fi(x)). The327

whole lookup is managed by a lookup manager which takes328

the queries to the table, submitting them to the current frame.329

By checking the current frame k against the two boundaries330

(x(k)p and x(k)n ), depending on the value the manager can331

• take the queried value xq from the current frame332

if x(k)p ≤ xq ≤ x
(k)
n ;333

• jump to the previous frame and re-run the query334

if xq < x(k)p ;335

• jump to the next frame and re-run the query336

if xq > x(k)n .337

The query re-run step implicitly means moving the current338

frame pointer. Using this approach, the hysteresis behaviour339

is implemented. When a new frequency has been computed,340

a query is done using the LUT manager entity. The manager341

has a state where the current frame of the LUT is stored342

and the frame has the two boundaries (lower and upper).343

If the queried value is inside the current frame, stored in344

the manager, the value is directly taken as a regular LUT.345

Otherwise, the same query is forwarded to the next frame (if346

the queried value is larger than the upper frame boundary)347

or to the previous (if the queried values is smaller than the348

frame lower boundary). The query is iteratively repeated until349

reaching the frame where the queried value is found. When350

a query is resolved into a value, the manager state is updated351

consequently. The hysteretic behaviour is implemented by the352

action of the manager internal state, as each subsequent query353

is first matched to the current frame boundaries. The fact354

that there is no constraint on the previous/next relationship355

between frames, implements the jump behaviour. The previ-356

ous/next lack of constraints is stressed across the presented357

work, as it also allows the detection of complex paths of358

increasing/decreasing drifts. The schematic representation of359

the algorithm operations is reported in Fig. 6.360

FIGURE 6. Schematic representation of the LUT algorithm operations.

In the following sections the aforementioned terms are 361

explained in depth, in order to clarify the implementation 362

logic and strategy. 363

A. THE FRAME 364

The approach foundation is the frame, which is a LUT with 365

ancillary data. A frame is composed by: 366

• Values, which are the f (x) storage array. There are no 367

constraints on the size of the values array, except for the 368

hardware (memory) limitations. Moreover, each value 369

array can differ in size from others, there is no constrain 370

about array value size for each frame. This approach 371

allows space saving for lookup zones with linear / low- 372

varying situations. Zones which require a higher count 373

of values can instead be rendered inside a higher count 374

lookup array on another frame. 375

• Boundaries, which are the maximum and minimum 376

x-coordinate value for each frame. This represents the 377

domain of the lookup frame of interest. Boundaries are 378

checked at runtime to discern if a jump must be done. 379

• Neighbours, which are pointers to the previous and next 380

frame. Neighbours are bound to boundaries, as the man- 381

ager lookup algorithm use them to move to the specific 382

frame. Previous frame is bounded to the lower boundary 383

while next frame to the upper. Note that there is no 384

enforcement on overlapping frame domains, to allow 385

extremely complex jump behaviour like pits or loops. 386

B. THE MANAGER 387

An entity, called manager handles queries to the LUT while 388

maintaining the last table pointer, which is in turn used to 389

implement hysteresis. Moreover, the manager entity has a 390

pointer to the indexer function. The indexer is the function 391

in charge of finding the index for the value inside a specific 392

frame. The complexity of the indexer allows the implementa- 393

tion of small-count lookup arrays by implementing strategies 394

to obtain intermediate values (e.g., median, linear interpola- 395

tion, etc). 396

Key to the understanding of the whole strategy is the 397

current frame pointer. This pointer is read when the LUT is 398

accessed, to match search item with the frame boundaries, 399

and written when a lookup refers an off-boundary request and 400
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a new frame must be searched into. The search-and-reassign401

strategy is recursively applied across frames, consolidating402

into the last, value-resolving call.403

C. RUNTIME OPERATION404

The lookup strategy needs an initial deployment/405

configuration step where all the frames are filled up with406

values and, subsequently, all the relationships (boundaries,407

previous and next frame pointers) for each frame are set-408

up. As before mentioned, the choice to avoid enforcing the409

frame consequentiality relationship allows complex moves410

inside tables, which in turn allows the creation of hysteresis411

configurations (e.g., pits or loops).412

Once the instantiation process has been fulfilled, the LUT413

can be queried through the manager entity lookup method.414

The manager algorithm can be synthesized into the following415

operating steps:416

1) get the current lookup frame;417

2) check if the index is inside or outside the current418

frame values domain. Boundary detection trespass-419

ing direction is checked (over upper or under lower).420

No assumptions are made on the possible position421

of the searched index inside a specific frame, which422

becomes key in following the hysteresis path inside the423

curve;424

3) the value is searched with the following logic: (a)425

a) If the index is inside the current frame, the indexer426

is called to obtain the array index for the current427

frame value-array428

b) If the index is outside, a recursive search call is429

done on the neighbour frame, determined by the430

trespassing direction.431

4) Once the value is found, the current frame pointer on432

the manager is moved accordingly.433

Note that, considering the recursive nature of the algo-434

rithm, an eyemust be kept on the number of the frames and on435

the input values variability as they are directly affecting the436

stack pressure. However, considering typical scenarios and437

value dynamics, the frame count (or the value frame-distance)438

is typically lower than the manageable stack pressure even on439

limited resources microcontrollers.440

D. FREQUENCY DETECTION441

Going back to the frequency response of the closed-loop442

system with the septic nonlinearity, it becomes clear that an443

additional processing step is needed for its physical imple-444

mentation on a MCU. Aside the analog signal acquisition,445

which is undertaken directly by a common ADC peripheral446

(which may or may not be integrated on the MCU die), a fre-447

quency detection algorithm was implemented. The presented448

choice favours ease and straightforwardness of implemen-449

tation over more performing solution based on intensive or450

DSP offload-able algorithms (i.e., FFT+ peak bin detection).451

The adopted solution is based on a mean value detection plus452

a zero-crossing strategy. The first one ensures that eventual453

FIGURE 7. Experimental setup: a standard PC equipped with a GPIB
interface is used to drive the Agilent 33250A generator imposing a given
frequency drift path; the signal is conditioned using standard OP-AMP
configurations to fit the MCU amplitude input spefications; the LUT
implemented on the STM32F446RET6 microcontroller provides an analog
output indicating the occurrence of jumps which is visualized on an
oscilloscope.

DC components lead to erratic results while the latter simply 454

counts the times the signal crosses the mean value during 455

an interval slice. To enhance the mean-crossing strategy and 456

reject false crossing flags, signal is low-pass filtered inside 457

the same detection loop. 458

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 459

The previously described system was fully implemented on 460

a hardware platform, to assess its validity and performances, 461

as schematically represented in Fig. 7. A series of choices 462

were done during the implementation transposition, which 463

are discussed below. 464

A. MCU PLATFORM CHOICE 465

The solution was tested on an STM32F446RET6 microcon- 466

troller, hosted on a NUCLEO-F446RE development board. 467

The choice of this development board was dictated by the 468

general availability and price, NUCLEO boards are off-the- 469

shelves products available at low-cost with ADC and DAC. 470

Moreover, such boards are ready to run, have integrated 471

programmer/debugger, expansion connectors, led and but- 472

tons and a free programming environment bundled with the 473

boards. The F4 MCU series has a processing power up to 474

180 MHz frequency (225 DMIPS or 1.25 DMIPS/MHz) 475

and a dedicated DSP instruction set (ARM DSP on ART 476

accelerator). 477

B. ANCILLARY DEVICES AND SOFTWARE 478

To test and evaluate the algorithm implementation correct- 479

ness and integrity, the MCU board was fed using an Agilent 480

33250A function/arbitrary waveform generator, an oscillo- 481

scope was also connected to watch the DAC (output). To drive 482

a frequency sweep to stimulate all the possible hysteresis 483

paths, the 33250A generator was driven using custom devel- 484

oped software (WinForms C] GUI) and GPIB which, in turn 485

used UART debug output from the MCU to watch the current 486

detected frequency and current frame pointer extracted from 487

the running algorithm. 488
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For the system to be able to work on a big frequency489

span, the whole logic runs inside the ISR of the ADC DMA,490

whichmeans that a whole block of samples is processed using491

double buffering strategy to leverage the full power of the492

MCU and leave behind enough processing power for eventual493

other applications.494

C. EVALUATION METHOD495

The complete system was thoroughly tested by using the496

whole toolchain described. Especially, using the specifically497

designed GUI and setup, every frequency path was fed to498

the system, by ensuring the right path on the curve was499

followed. Recorded data was compared with evidence on the500

instruments displays to assess the whole setup validity.501

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS502

Using the previously described setup, a testbench was devel-503

oped to assess and validate the strategy. Essentially, the evalu-504

ation method consists in the ability of the system to track the505

frequency drift along a provided input path. Moreover, the506

LUT approach is validated, checking if the output value and507

current LUT frame is consistent with the expected values.508

A. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE WORKING509

PRINCIPLE510

The experimental validation of the LUT is summarized in511

Fig. 8. We tested the LUT functionality by considering four512

input sinusoidal signals whose frequency varies according513

to a specific path, so that all the frames of the LUT are514

visited. In the left column (Fig. 8(a), Fig. 8(c), Fig. 8(e),and515

Fig. 8(g)) the four input signals considered to test the setup516

are schematically represented. The frequency of each signal,517

thus, varies in time exploring the branches in red of the518

nonlinear response, invoking the LUT frame corresponding519

to the specific green slope. In the right column (Fig. 8(b),520

Fig. 8(d), Fig. 8(f),and Fig. 8(h)) the oscilloscope traces521

representing the corresponding response as generated by the522

LUT are reported. By inspecting the output of the LUT and,523

in particular, the jumps, it is possible to infer the sequence of524

drifts in the frequency of the input signal.525

The first experiment has been performed sweeping from526

100 Hz to 100 kHz. The LUT output results in 2 jumps, which527

are occurring at 33 kHz and 37 kHz. After the first jump,528

the LUT falls into two windows where values are inversely529

related to the frequency increase.530

The second experiment follows a frequency path that high-531

lights the whole LUT traversal. The input signal reverses its532

sweep after the first jump at 33 kHz. Notice the changes533

in slope across the traversal of the second and third LUT534

windows, with a second jump occurring 28 kHz. A further535

increase in the frequency of the input signal allows to follow536

the upper branch up to the jump occurring around 47 kHz.537

Notice also that as per LUT design, the only allowed path to538

reach the uppermost values must follow this path.539

The third experiment follows a path which highlights the540

possibility to form loops by falling from the third window541

back to the first. This happens thanks to the fact that no 542

constraints in the LUT enforce the previous/next window 543

relationships. With a similar mechanism, pits can be created, 544

allowing a state-machine like behaviour. This occurs when 545

the frequency of the input signal increases above the first 546

jump value and then decreases producing a jump up around 547

28 kHz and a further jump down at 25 kHz. 548

The last path shows a reverse path following, from the 549

highest to the lowest frequencies values mapped in the table. 550

The reverse sweep is again highlighting the loose relationship 551

between LUT windows. A single jump occurs in this case 552

around 30 kHz. 553

Clearly, more complex paths of frequency drifts can occur 554

in real cases, however they can be reconstructed simply look- 555

ing at the series of jumps in the output generated by the LUT. 556

B. DETECTION OF POWER GRID MAINS FREQUENCY 557

DRIFT 558

In order to test the LUT approach outlined in this paper, 559

we focused on detecting the occurrence of frequency drifts 560

in an historical dataset reporting the mains frequency of the 561

Continental Europe power grid taken with a sampling time of 562

one minute in the week 9th−15th of September 2012 [27]. 563

The LUT has been realized designing the multivalued fre- 564

quency response so that the nominal value of the power grid 565

frequency, i.e. fn = 50 Hz, lies within the jump resonance 566

range and the jump frequencies are located at: f1 = 49.98 Hz, 567

f2 = 49.99Hz, f3 = 50.01Hz, f4 = 50.02Hz, f5 = 50.04Hz, 568

f6 = 50.06 Hz. This is obtained choosing ω0 = 270 rad/s 569

and ξ = 0.01. However, due to the modularity of the LUT 570

implementation, note that the jump frequencies can be fixed 571

by suitably rescaling the frequency ranges in the previously 572

adopted LUT. 573

The output of the LUT, reported in Fig. 9 together with 574

the trend of the drift of the mains frequency f around the 575

nominal value fn, allows to determine the specific path of 576

frequency drift by inspecting its jumps and the levels among 577

which they occur. The output of the LUT, in fact, shows a 578

series of jumps which unveils specific path of drifts in the 579

mains frequency. In order to clarify this point, let us refer to 580

the zoom reported in Fig. 10where two jumps are highlighted. 581

The first jump occurs between sample 7200 and sample 7201, 582

corresponding to the jump down at f1 from the upper branch 583

of the multivalued frequency response. This indicates a drift 584

from a frequency above the nominal value (f = 50.02 Hz) to 585

a frequency below it (f = 49.98). Moreover, the second jump 586

still indicates that the frequency is decreasing but, as a jump 587

up is observed at f3 this indicates that the frequency remains 588

above the nominal values (drifting from f = 50.02 Hz to 589

f = 50.01 Hz). 590

VI. COMPARATIVE DISCUSSION 591

The dynamic behaviour of the LUT approach described in 592

this paper allows the creation of loops and initial/final states, 593

thus allowing the creation of complex state machines which 594

are based on the input values. 595
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FIGURE 8. Experimental results: Test 1: (a) frequency of the input signal sweeping from 100 Hz to 90 kHz and (b) oscilloscope trace
of the LUT output; Test 2: (c) frequency of the input signal sweeping from 100 Hz to 33 kHz, then from 33 kHz to 28 kHz and then
from 28 kHz to 90 kHz and (d) oscilloscope trace of the LUT output; Test 3: (e) frequency of the input signal sweeping from 100 Hz
to 33 kHz, then from 33 kHz to 100 Hz and (f) oscilloscope trace of the LUT output; Test 4: (g) frequency of the input signal
sweeping from 100 kHz to 100 Hz and (h) oscilloscope trace of the LUT output.

The proposed LUT approach has several advantages596

over other approaches. Leaving out the frequency detec-597

tion portion of the system, which can be implemented598

using several strategies, the hysteresis path behaviour 599

can be obtained using one of the below described 600

algorithms. 601
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FIGURE 9. Detection of frequency drifts in mains frequency of the
Continental Europe power grid. Upper panel: output of the LUT; lower
panel: mains frequency trend sampled at one minute intervals.

FIGURE 10. Detection of frequency drifts in mains frequency of the
Continental Europe power grid, zoom between samples 7000 and 7500.
Upper panel: output of the LUT; lower panel: mains frequency trend
sampled at one minute intervals. The two highlighted jumps occurs at
f1 and f3, thus unveiling two different drift paths.

A. JUMP RESONANCE LUT PARADIGM602

The windowed LUT offers a straightforward way to assess603

complex hysteresis paths on an input signal. The proposed604

solution advantages, summarizing are:605

• Less-than O(n) computational complexity, due to the606

indexing function and direct selection on the window.607

• LUT windows (frames) are easy to generate, as easy as608

standard LUTs.609

• Connections between windows (frames) can also be eas-610

ily automated.611

• Connections may also be reorganized on-the-fly (run-612

time) easily.613

• Opportune windowing may help reducing footprint of614

flat or small-varying table portions.615

As concern the computational cost of the proposed solu-616

tion, as the LUT is evaluated through a single direct memory617

access, the running time is essentially due by the algorithm618

estimating the signal frequency. The proposed mean-crossing619

algorithm is performed within the ADC clock, therefore the620

running time is up to τ1 ≈ 5.5 ms.621

As concerns the bandwidth limits, it should be considered622

that the detection frequency depends both on the settings of623

the ADC onboard the MCU and on the DMA buffer size,624

which is used for the detection. From the ADC point of625

view, the main parameters directly affecting the sampling626

frequency are:627

1) The clock prescaler (frequency divider): tuning 628

prescaler gives the ability to span from (virtually) 629

0 to the maximum ADC frequency (2.4Msps in the 630

STM32F443RE). The implemented system is working 631

on a single ADC channel, thus the sample rate also 632

depends on the number and the operating mode of 633

channels that are acquired (e.g. 7.2 Msps in triple 634

interleaved mode). 635

2) The number of bits of the ADC, which translates in 636

clock cycles to obtain a sample. In the specific setup, 637

the ADC requires 15/13/11/9 cycles for 12/10/8/6 bits, 638

respectively. 639

3) The DMA buffer size, where the frequency detection 640

routine is taking place. Considering that the frequency 641

detection is essentially a threshold passing count to 642

have a reliable detection, a sufficient number of traver- 643

sal points must be found in the buffer. When working 644

at higher ADC sample rates, problems may arise with 645

low frequency signals, as the needed buffer size must 646

be increased to become able to see a sufficient number 647

of traversals. 648

4) The DMA buffer size also directly influences the drift 649

detection speed. Given that the detection algorithm is 650

executed over the whole buffer to compute the fre- 651

quency, an increase in its size directly translates in an 652

increase of the time between two successive frequency 653

computations. 654

The choice of these parameters determines, there- 655

fore, the effective bandwidth. The clock prescaler puts a 656

limit on the maximum detectable frequency: the lower the 657

prescaler, the higher the sample rate and, consequentially, the 658

higher the maximum detectable frequency. However, having 659

a higher sample rate requires a larger DMA buffer size to 660

contain one or more input waveform cycles, in order to 661

properly detect the frequency. This means that with higher 662

sampling rates, the low frequency detection capability is 663

capped by the DMA buffer size. 664

Moreover, the varying the number of ADC bits allow a 665

slight clock cycle improvement, thus an higher sample rate, 666

at the cost of the loss of resolution in the signal. This can be 667

considered a mild issue when only the frequency detection 668

algorithm must be executed on the signal. 669

Summarizing, higher sample rates, obtained by means 670

of lower prescaler values or decreased ADC bits resolu- 671

tion, translate into higher maximum detectable frequency 672

but requires a DMA buffer size increase to allow also low 673

frequency detection; larger DMA buffer sizes allow increased 674

span of detectable frequencies but decreases the detection 675

speed. 676

Carefully tuning both the parameters, the frequency span 677

and resolution can be adjusted, to suit the specific detection 678

needs. In the experimental analysis presented above, we fixed 679

the ADC clock at 11.250 MHz, with a resolution of 12 bits, 680

and DMA buffer size of 4096 samples. This leads to admissi- 681

ble input signals with frequency in the range between 10 Hz 682

and 300 kHz. 683
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B. STRAIGHT COMPUTATION684

Instead of having all the values in a table, each single gen-685

erating function could be implemented on the obtained fre-686

quency instantaneous value and trend. This approach has687

the advantages of a smaller code and memory requirements688

(reduced RAM/FLASH footprint), and easier coding, due689

to simple implementation of the functions, which could690

become code libraries. On the other hand, disadvantages691

of this approach are the heavier computation, which may692

require more power (processing and, in turn, energy), com-693

plex behavioural scenarios cannot always be represented by694

paths described by functions (e.g., pits), dynamics may need695

added state-machine like control, trend computation may696

require other numerical filtering to become stable, eventual697

table adjustment may require full rewriting of equations, gen-698

eration of complex curves may require entire equations and699

jump logic rewrite, and difficult automated generation of on-700

the-fly equation to apply. Adopting a DSP-ARM processor,701

the frequency content is evaluated on the STM32F446RET6702

microcontroller in 1.8 ms, i.e. the time needed to calculate703

the FFT over a dataset of 4096 samples, consistent to the set704

used in our approach, once the buffer has been populated in705

τ1 ≈ 5.5 ms. Even if the FFT can be performed within the706

same clock cycle, in order to determine the drift, a number N707

of complete frequency evaluations are necessary to determine708

the drift, which depends on the drift speed itself. Therefore,709

the running time is about τ2 = Nτ1. The bandwidth is710

therefore reduced with respect to the LUT case.711

C. STATE MACHINES712

State machine approach is similar to the proposed one, which713

means that, instead of describing jumps using an intrinsic714

strategy, the logic is moved into a switch-case condition715

where frequency trend is evaluated constantly together with716

current detected frequency. This approach has a similar mem-717

ory footprint and code complexity of the proposed solution,718

while it may be error-prone as jumps logic must be fully spec-719

ified using a switch case logic, which may result in complex720

state changes to reach wanted states. Moreover, it presents721

difficult tuning, and maintainability and difficult automated722

table generation or on-the-fly changes. The running time is723

also affected by these nested logic, nevertheless maintaining724

the need of τ1 = 5.5 ms to complete the data acquisition.725

Therefore, the time needed by this approach to detect the drift726

is τ3 = τ1 + τL , where τL ≈ 1.8 ms is the average time727

to process the nested logic. Also in this case, the increased728

average time leads to a reduced bandwidth with respect to729

the LUT case.730

VII. CONCLUSION731

Frequency drifts are common in several areas either tech-732

nological or scientific. The reliable and efficient detection733

of frequency drifts, therefore, is a problem with multiple734

application in industrial informatics and in related fields735

and not only focusing on electric and electronic scenarios.736

In fact, it arises also in mechanics and civil engineering,737

where vibrations and their frequency must suitably moni- 738

tored. Moreover, a recently emerging area of interest is also 739

in the context of the pandemic monitoring. As a specula- 740

tive example, in the Covid-19 pandemics, vaccination rate 741

assumed a fundamental role in controlling the dimension of 742

the outbreak. Sensing the variation of the vaccination rate, 743

and the effect that this produces, can be considered as a 744

frequency drift detection problem. By monitoring the vacci- 745

nation rate, it may be possible to qualitatively infer the impact 746

of the outbreak of new SARS-CoV-2 variants. 747

The paradigm introduced in this paper offers an easy and 748

MCU friendly way of implementing a device for frequency 749

drift detection based on a nonlinear dynamical feedback 750

system not designed to exclusively monitor electrical quan- 751

tities. This key feature allows to obtain a device which is 752

highly reconfigurable, as opportunely shaping the frequency 753

response of the nonlinear system, it is possible to implement 754

complex LUTs with hysteresis. Moreover, reconfiguring the 755

nonlinear part of the oscillator, increasing the order of the 756

polynomial nonlinearity easily ensures the possibility to get 757

the desired selectivity for the drift detection, allowing to 758

discriminate over complex paths of increase and decrease 759

of the frequency without the a-priori knowledge of the drift 760

dynamics. It should be noted that the only a-priori knowledge 761

needed to construct the LUT is the nominal frequency of 762

the signal under monitoring. Slightly tuning the parameters 763

of the nonlinear system ensures the capability to adapt the 764

LUT to the specific characteristics of the frequency drifts, 765

thus optimizing its capabilities. 766

The frequency range over which it is possible to design 767

the desired nested detection hysteresis is limited by several 768

factors which, however, make the solution suitable up to 769

3 MHz signals for the considered STM32F446RET6 micro- 770

controller. Its ease in terms of algorithm complexity, renders 771

its implementation immediate even on power-limited devices. 772

The possibility to implement the LUT on low-cost devices is 773

a fundamental advantage of the proposed scenario since puts 774

this new strategy in the class of cheap DSP equipment. 775
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